Introduction. One of the key assumptions in the analysis of numerical methods
for nonlinear problems is that the desired solution be isolated, i.e., the linearized problem be nonsingular. This implies that the nonlinear problem is locally (at the desired solution) well posed. For instance, the assumption of isolation is fundamental to the theory of difference approximations for nonlinear boundary value problems in ordinary differential equations given in Keller [4] .
In this paper, we investigate the application of difference methods in a situation where the condition of isolation is not satisfied, namely, that of bifurcation from the trivial solution in certain nonlinear two-point boundary value problems.
In particular, we consider problems of the form Clearly,^ = 0 is a solution of (1.1) for all X. Let X0 be a value for which the linearized problem [L -Xo/'(0)]^ =0, Bxp = 0 has a nontrivial solution. If, as will be assumed throughout the paper, the nullspace associated with X0" is one dimensional and the index of X0 is one, then a branch of nontrivial solutions of (1.1) bifurcates from the trivial solution at X = X0.
For computational purposes, (1.1) is replaced by a family of difference equations
(1-2) Lhyh = \Fhiyh), Bhyh = 0, ft > 0.
The aim of the paper is to investigate the behavior of yn for X in a neighborhood of X0. Under natural conditions on the discretization (1.2) we shall show that there is a branch of nontrivial solutions of (1.2) bifurcating at a value \Qh "close" to X0 and that, as ft -► 0, XQh -> X0 and the branch of (1.2) "converges" to that of (1.1).
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we consider the continuous problem (1.1) in more detail, while the existence and uniqueness of solutions of (1.2) is discussed in Section 3. Error estimates are derived in Section 4. In Section 5, we shall indicate how the results can be extended to equations in which the parameter X appears nonlinearly, i.e., Ly=fÇK,y), By = 0.
Finally, numerical results illustrating the theory are given in Section 6.
Recently, Atkinson [1] examined bifurcation from the trivial solution in collectively compact approximations to nonlinear compact operators. The connections between his theory and the results derived here will be discussed at the end of Section 4.
Bifurcation in the Differential Equation.
In this section we will give a proof of the existence of a branch of nontrivial solutions of (1.1) bifurcating from the trivial solution. The reason for including this proof is that it will aid in the understanding of the continuous problem as well as the discrete problem (1.2) and that it will allow a less detailed treatment of the discrete case. The proof will be based on the constructive theory developed in Keller and Langford [5] .
We shall first collect some results on linear boundary value problems of the form In the sequel, we shall use the notation N(A) and R(A) for the nullspace and the range of an operator A.
Lemma 2.1. Let X0 be an eigenvalue of (2.2) with index one. Then (i) Cc=NiL-\al) ®RiL-\al).
(ii) The projection from Cc to N(L -\al) corresponding to (i) is given by Pc = -à-afr0(L-XaiyldX> where T0 = {XIIX -X0I = Ô0 > 0} with 50 so small that there is no other eigenvalue X wirft IX-X0I <<50.
(iii) The mapping
has a bounded inverse which is given by the restriction to R(L -\al) of the operator
Proof. See Dunford and Schwartz [3, Chapter VII].
So far we employed the complex space Cc. However, since (1.1) is a real problem, we shall have to work in C, C = Cc n C and Cm = C? n C, respectively. If X0 is real, this provides no difficulty since we can then assume that N(L ~ \al) is spanned by an element of C. As an operator on Cm ,(L~ \al) has the nullspace N = N(L -X0fl/) n C, the range R = R(L -\al) n C and C = N 0 R. The corresponding projection from C to N, P, is the restriction of Pc to C and the mapping (L -\al):
R C\Cm -► R has a bounded inverse G given by the restriction of Gc to R.
In the sequel, we shall not distinguish explicitly between complex and real spaces, but assume that the reader uses the appropriate interpretation.
We now return to the nonlinear problem We now proceed by considering for some positive constants e0 and p and all real e with 0 < lei < e0 elements of the form (2.7) w = e(xp4ev), u G Vp = {u\u E C n R, Null < p}.
Then we obtain the following theorem which is the main result of this section. Me) = \+ eX(e), (X(e)l < K0, K0 = const > 0, and y(e) has the form (2.7) and is a nontrivial solution of (2.3) with X = X(e). Before we can prove this theorem, we need certain estimates for A(w) and S(w) = A(w)f(w) -\aw, which are collected in the following lemma. Lemma 2.2. Let w = e(xp 4 ev), w' = e(xp 4 ev') where v, v E Vp. Then, for e0 sufficiently small, Pf(w) ¥= 0 and Then from (2.8),
lT(e, u)l < lel2AT5(l +e0p)2IIPII
and if \e0\Ks(l 4 e0p)2 IIP«/ \a\ < % then (2.9) yields ?f(w) * 0 and (i) with K. = 4K5(l +e0p)2HPII/lal.
(ii) From (2.10), Certain additional information about the branch constructed above is available.
In particular, the following two statements follow from Crandall and Rabinowitz [2, Theorems 1.7, 1.18]: (i) If we define X(e) = 0 and v(e) = 0 for e = 0, then X(e), y(e) are k times continuously differentiable with respect to e for lei < e0 if/G Ck+1[U].
(ii) There is a X > 0 and a sphere B = {xlx G C, llxll < 6 > 0} such that for X0 -X < X < X0 + X the set of all solutions of (2.3) contained in B consists of the trivial solution and the branch constructed in Theorem 2.1.
For the analysis of the following sections, a knowledge of the smoothness of the solution of (2.1) and of _y(e) as functions of t is of importance. Clearly, assumption A2.1 implies that if X is not an eigenvalue of (2.1) and g E Cp Instead of (3.1), we can then consider the ordinary eigenvalue problem
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The following lemma contains some results on (3.1), (3.2) which will be required further on. Lemma 3.1. Let p0 be an eigenvalue of (3.2) with index one. Then (i) X" = N(A~lB-pQI) © R(A~1B -p0I).
(ii) The corresponding projection from Xq to N(A~lB -p0I) is given by P~-2¡¡íIrP-WílBdX with T0 defined analogous to Lemma 2.1(ii).
(iii) x G R(A -X0B), X0 = l/p0, if and only if BQx = 0, where Denoting by XI+ x the subspace of XI+ * whose elements satisfy the boundary conditions, we can write (3.7) in operator form
The following hypotheses will be required. A3.2. Let Í2 denote a compact set in the complex X plane which does not contain any eigenvalue of a~x L-Then for X G Í2 and ft < h0 the problem 
0</<(p
We now return to the problem of constructing a family of nontrivial solutions of (3.5). From the assumptions A2.1, A2.2, A3.1-A3.4 and Kreiss [6] , there is a unique "eigenvalue" X0n of (Lh -XaEn) in a neighborhood of X0 independent of ft and by A3.5, (3.8) IA0 -X0"l < C.hP, ft <ft0, Cl = const.
The invariant subspace Nh associated with X0n has dimension one and is given by Nh = ?hXI+x, where
The space Nh is spanned by xph = VhAhxp and (3.9) Wxph -Anxp\\n <C2hp, ft < ft0, C2 = const.
Proceeding as in Section 3, we rewrite (3.5) in the form where vn E V~ = {un \uh G /?(/-Xoh_aL~hx En) CXI+X, Wuh\\h < p > 0}. Clearly, from Lemma 3.1 (i) every element of XI+X can be represented in the form (3.12).
We then obtain the following theorem which is the discrete analogue of Theorem 2.1. \(e) = \h + eMO, frfc(e)1 < C3, C3 = const, and yn(e) is of the form (3.12) and is a nontrivial solution of (3.5) with X = Xft(e).
Proof. The proof proceeds as for Theorem 2.1 and is therefore only sketched. For ?0 sufficiently small, it follows as in Lemma 2. We thus obtain the desired estimate, (4.8) X"(e) -X0" = X(e) -X0 + 0(e(ftp + e\\vh -Ahv\\h)).
From (2.12) and (3.13), Also, from (3.8), GhSh(yh) = ¿ J^ ïè^lU -XaEfcl-'^O^dX + 0(hpe2).
Hence, using (4.9) and (4.10), «fc -V --~ 1 r4r [(*-" -AwE^r1 (a(X(e) -X0^ Ahy 4 X(e)rh(Ahy)) 2me2 ro P Ao -A"(L -paiyx(a(X(e) -X0)y 4 X(e)r(y))] dp 4 0(hp 4e\\vh-Ahv\\h), which, by A3.5 and A3.6, yields lluft -Anv\\h <D8(hp 4 e\\vh -Anv\\h), D8 = const.
Thus, if lei <Z>8/2, then \\vh -Ahv\\h <D.hp.
The second statement of the theorem follows from (4.7).
Combining the results of Section 3 and Theorem 4.1 we find that for ft < h.
and 0< lei <e1, (4.11) ||^(e) -Ahy(e)\\h/e <D9hp, D9 = C2 + e.Dv (4.12) IXh(e)-X(e)l<D2ftp.
Thus the parameterization of the solutions of (2.3) and (3.5) by e has led to a satisfactory convergence theory.
In computations, one usually determines the solution yh of (3.5) for a given value of X and not yh(e), Xh(e) for a given e. But we can still apply our theory once we observe that there is a unique e such that yh = vA(e), X = Xn(e).
Under appropriate conditions, it is possible to show that Xh(e) and yn(e) possess asymptotic expansion in powers of ft (or ft2) for a fixed e with coefficients which are continuous in e. However, one cannot, in general, make such a statement for the case when X is kept fixed.
Under the assumption that /G Cp+2+k[U] and / G Cp+2+k[U], k > I, one can extend Theorem 4.1 to obtain 0(hp) convergence of the first k derivatives with respect to e of Xnie) and ^(e) to the corresponding derivatives of X(e) and j-(e). This is accomplished by differentiating (2.6) and (3.10) with respect to e and basically repeating the proof of Theorem 4.1. This scheme satisfies the assumptions of Section 3 (p = 2). The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the linearized problems corresponding to (6.1) and (6.2) are of course well known.
In Table 1 , we give the value of yh at t = 0.5 on the branch corresponding to the eigenvalue XQ = -tt2 for X = -it2 + AX using various ft and AX. Similarly, Table 2 contains the value of yh at t = 0.25 on the branch corresponding to the eigenvalue X0 = -47T2. In the last row of Tables 1 and 2 , we give X0n -X0, i.e., the difference between the discrete and the continuous eigenvalue.
In the case of X0 = -4tt2, there are two nontrivial solutions yn for the negative AX and all ft. Nontrivial solutions for the positive AX exist only for large enough ft.
There are two nontrivial solutions for AX = 0.1, AX = 0.2 and ft = 1/20, but none for the smaller ft. (Where no solutions exist, we have left a blank field.) The reason for this is that X(e) -X0 = 0(e2), i.e., the linear term in e is missing. This difference between the two cases is best made apparent by plotting the entries of Tables 1 and 2 as is done in Figs. 1 and 2 respectively for certain values of ft. In Figs. 1 and 2 , we do not know the curves e = const exactly; but it is clear from the theory that they are nearly parallel to the AX axis. Particularly Fig. 2 demonstrates the usefulness of expressing convergence via (4.11), (4.12). The nonlinear system 6.2 was solved by Newton's method. Partial pivoting was used for the resulting linear equations. Accurate starting iterates can be obtained by the following consideration: For a value X close to Xoh (either X < X0^ or X > X0h ox both), there is a value eXn such that yn(X) *> eKhxph, i.e., the net function eXhxpn is a very good starting iterate for this particular X. If Newton iteration is performed with different starting iterates e<ph, e = ± Ae, ± 2Ae, . . . , where Ae is small, some e will be close to eXft and the iteration will converge. Once the solution is known for a certain X, one can use continuation with respect to X to obtain starting iterates for other X values. Similarly, one can use continuation with respect to ft for obtaining starting iterates for different ft values. This strategy was used successfully in all our calculations. For all AX and ft, 5 to 7 iterations were needed to give the solution to 10 digits. It should be noted however that a theoretical analysis of iterative schemes for the solution of (3.5) for X "close" to X0h has yet to be given.
To employ the above method for obtaining starting iterates in the general situation, it is first necessary to solve the eigenvalue problem for the linearized equation. 
